Abstract. Repository systems handle the management of metadata and metamodels. They act as data store with a custom-defined and dynamically adaptable system catalogue. This feature finds a useful application in systems such as process engines, collaborative and information systems, CASE tools and transformation engines, in which custom-defined catalogues are rarely available due to their complex nature. In this context repositories would improve those systems' ability to adapt and allow for dynamic information discovery. Preserving the consistency of the repository data is a major challenge. Repository consistency has several aspects, the most important of which is structural consistency. It is insufficiently specified in the metadata and repository standards, and is incompletely implemented in existing systems. In this paper we propose a novel approach to enforcing structural consistency in MOF-based repositories. We describe its implementation in iRM/RMS -a prototypical OMG MOFbased repository system [35] . We show how this algorithm overcomes the deficiencies of the existing approaches and products.
Introduction
Repository systems are "shared databases about engineered artifacts" [4] . They facilitate integration among various tools and applications, and are therefore central to an enterprise. Loosely speaking repository systems resemble data stores with a new and distinguishing feature -a customizable system catalogue. Metadata are data which refer to other data; they describe (a) certain aspects of the way the data are structured (structural metadata); (b) auxiliary or system-specific properties of the data (descriptive metadata). Metadata repositories are systems for handling metadata (some handle also applications' data). The organization of repository metadata (metadata architecture) is defined in [23, 15, 7, 11, 25] . It exhibits a typical layered, multi-level structure. Preserving consistency between the different layers (Table 1) is a major challenge specific to repositories. The relationship between artifacts on two adjacent levels is the type-instance relationship, i.e. definitions on a level are instances of definitions on the next higher level. While in theory this progression can be continued infinitely, in practice it is limited to four layers due to the self-description phenomenon.
A database system contains layers M 0 through M 2 , where M 2 is immutable. To provide a custom-defined and extensible system catalogue repository systems utilize an additional layer. Therefore the layer M 3 is introduced allowing for custom-defined M 2 . This however entails the specific problem of consistency between adjacent layers. Meta-metamodel (MOF)
A standardized language, in terms of which definitions of underlying metamodels are expressed.
M 2
Meta-model Language for defining the structure (syntax) of a whole set of application model definitions. Structural definitions may be extended with the semantics of application domain definitions.
M 1
Model Application Model (Application classes, Table definitions etc.). Alternative term is "information model" [4] .
M 0
Data
Instance Data (e.g. objects, records)
Like many other repository and meta-model standards, OMG MOF (Table 1) does not explicitly target the lowest layer containing application instance data. OMG MOF [23] is a meta-meta-model standard. The different layers it defines are shown in Table  1 . Self-description here is defined by the fact that the meta-meta-model (e.g. MOF) is an instance of itself, i.e. M 3 -layer definitions are instances of themselves.
Consistency in repository systems has several aspects: • Operational consistency -deals with the interaction between repository applications and the RMS (see Section 3) and is closely related to the notion of repository transactions. There are two sub-aspects: concurrent multi-client access; and cooperative atomicity [32] , i.e. atomic, structurally consistent repository update operations spanning multiple elementary API operations.
• Metadata integrity -comprises the notions of well-formedness and structural integrity. It must be automatically enforced by the repository management system. Well-formedness ensures the syntactical correctness of the model definitions within a meta-layer. Structural integrity (structural consistency [23] ) guarantees the conformance of objects on one level to type definitions on the adjacent higher meta-level. Structural integrity results from the strict enforcement of the typeinstance relationship across meta-layers. Without structural integrity, repository applications might create or modify metadata artifacts on M n-1 inconsistent with respect to their meta-classes on M n . For example, an application may read the value of an attribute of an object whose meta-object does not exist and is therefore invalid. Structural integrity violations may occur naturally in repository systems since they allow for dynamic modification of M 2 , M 1 and M 0 at run time.
Other systems do not face this kind of issues because they assume that the catalogue is static at run time. More examples are discussed in detail in Section 4.
MOF provides several mechanisms for controlling metadata integrity. However none of them describes structural integrity, i.e. propagation of changes to underlying layers when instances exist, and how it can be implemented. Firstly, MOF defines a set of MOF Model constraints. Secondly, MOF defines a set of closure rules and computational semantics for the abstract mapping, and JMI defines computational semantics for the Java mapping. Thirdly, MOF provides the MOF constraint model element for expressing domain rules. Last but not least, MOF (and JMI) defines a set of repository interfaces. All of the above contribute to well-formedness. The JMI computational semantics defines the so called "lifecycle semantics" for different model elements, describing create, delete or update operations when no instances exist. This paper discusses various aspects of repository consistency. Its major contribution is the proposed approach to enforcing consistency in OMG MOF-based repositories. Here its implementation [35] is also discussed-the iRM/RMS module of the iRM project [33] . In addition, this paper dwells on some run-time aspects of consistency, which are not touched upon in the current MOF specification version 1.4 [23] such as repository transactions and changes to the MOF reflective package facilitating structural integrity.
The paper is organized as follows: the next section describes the related work; Section 0 describes the architecture of iRM/RMS outlining its key modules and their functionality. Section 0 presents an example motivating the need for consistency in repository systems. It discusses what actions must be taken upon different kinds of repository data modifications and motivates the need for transactional support. Section 0 describes how iRM/RMS implements repository transaction. Section 0 is dedicated to metadata integrity, defining the notions of structural integrity and wellformedness. It also presents the proposed structural integrity algorithm and provides a performance evaluation as well as some considerations. Section 0 draws conclusions form the work described in this paper.
Related Work
Repository systems (Unisys Universal Repository Manager [30] , CA Platinum Repository, ASG Rochade etc.), metadata repositories (IBM Repository Manager/MVS, IBM AD/CycleManager, Digital CDD Cohesion etc.), and data dictionaries (IBM DB/DC DataDictionary, DataCatalogue etc.), are closely related terms for metadata management systems, among which a significant overlap exists. A key difference between repository systems and the rest is that repository systems store both data (M 0 ) and metadata. Data dictionaries store primarily structural metadata (type and schema definitions), whereas metadata repositories can handle both structural and descriptive metadata.
There are a number of metadata repository related standards: IRDS [15] , PCTE [31] , CDIF [6, 7] , MOF [23] . The ISO/IEC IRDS framework [15] defines a set of related standards [16, 17] defining a Data dictionary system (termed information resource dictionary) operating as a central point of control for a whole enterprise.
MOF (Meta Object Facility) [23] is a standardized, technology independent metameta model from OMG. It is gaining industry acceptance with initiatives such as the Model-Driven-Architecture, and in the fields of UML (UML Metamodel, UML Profiles) or data warehousing (OMG Common Warehouse Metamodel). The OMG MOF standard defines an abstract meta-meta model and mappings to a generic OO lane guage -CORBA IDL, OMG XMI. JMI (Java Metadata Interface) is a standardized MOF to Java mapping. MOF relies on XMI [24] for exchange (export/import) of meta-models. In addition, MOF defines two kinds of Meta Object Protocols (MOP): a general and completely reflective one in terms of the MOF Reflective API (Package); and a set of generated interfaces, custom-tailored to a concrete meta-model.
There are a number of MOF-based repository implementations: DSTC dMOF [10] , MDR [22] , CIM (JMI reference implementation) [29] The idea of supporting consistency across different meta-levels is not repository system specific -it emanates from the field of computational reflection [21] and Meta Object Protocols [19] . Metadata integrity is a key characteristic of reflective systems [5] supporting different Meta Object Protocols: OpenC++ [8] , MPC++ [14] , SOM [26] . A number of languages contain built-in reflective facilities supporting MOP with high levels of intercession: CLOS [18] , SmallTalk [12] , Schema, Lisp etc. All of the above MOPs support intercession, which is the kind of reflection most relevant in the context of metadata integrity. Additional introspective MOPs are also available, e.g. Java Reflection API or RTTI in C++.
To recapitulate -the concept of repository consistency is not new. But it is insufficiently specified in MOF and the existing MOF repositories do not support it fully. The related concept of intercession has a long history and various implementations in reflective systems.
Architecture of iRM/RMS
The architecture of a repository system and the tasks its modules perform are defined in [3, 4, 7] . The logical architecture of the iRM/RMS module ( Fig. 1 ) will be briefly described in this section. It provides useful insights as to how the different modules implementing algorithms discussed here interact. The architecture comprises: a repository client, which is a generic library used to build repository applications on top of it; Repository Management System (repository manager [4] ), handling the metadata and providing repository clients with various services; a well defined RMS interface (repository API); persistent data store; and import/export utilities. The iRM/RMS API is the API of the repository management system. It is based on the JMI Reflective API [27] and extends it to handle the M 0 data. The Metadata Manager handles the repository metadata organizing it into layers. It implements the JMI Reflective API. The Lock Manager provides isolation by preventing multiple repository clients from modifying the same pieces of repository data concurrently by employing a locking mechanism. The Consistency Manager enforces metadata integrity upon a series of metadata modification operations. The Data Store Manager handles the persistence of the metadata and the M 0 data, both of which are stored in separate data stores due to the significant difference of the data properties. Currently iRM/RMS uses Oracle 9i databases as data and metadata stores. 
Introductory Example
In this section we present an example motivating the need for repository consistency. Consider the meta-classes M 2 : Table and M 2 :Column, the containment relationship "has" (Fig. 2 ) and the multiplicity of its role (its association end) "columns", which model a rudimentary definition of a database table.
Case 1: The containment relationship "hasAttr" implies that all instances of a M 2 : Table ( i.e. type definitions or M 1 instances) must have an element instance of "M 2 :Column" as part of their composite structure. Therefore the RMS must disallow the creation of an instance M 2 :Column, not associated with an instance of M 2 : Table. This entails two specific problems: (a) the RMS must automatically check whether any existing instance of Column is associated with instance of table when enforcing structural integrity; in case of failure the modifications must be undone. (b) the RMS API object model provides different constructs for creating the different model elements one-at-a-time. For example, first Emp1obj instance will be created, then the Col1obj and the link between them. To solve the above problems we need the concept of repository transactions. Demarcating which RMS operations belong together and must be executed in an atomic manner as a logical unit (problem (b)) is a classical transaction processing problem. Structural integrity (problem (a)) can be enforced in deferred manner, after the end of the transactions. This is the reason why repository transactions are needed.
Case 2: Modification of models must be handled properly; the respective changes must be propagated on all underlying levels. Deleting the generalization relationship between Table and TableEx, for example, would mean that TableEx will not inherit the attributes Name and colCnt. Enforcing structural integrity must result in the removal of the instances of the attributes Name and colCnt from all instances of TableEx (e.g. Dept1obj).
Case 3: Deleting just the RDBEx package, would force the RMS to automatically delete all of its contained elements (TableEx, Trigger and the association triggers) and their instances when enforcing structural integrity.
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Fig. 2. Example of conformance with the metamodel
Existing OMG-MOF repository implementations either completely ignore structural integrity or implement it only partially. The case of adapting existing instances after the meta-model has been changed (or revoking the operation) is handled in none of these products. In the following sections we will describe the structural integrity mechanism implemented in iRM/RMS.
Implementing Operational Consistency
As motivated in Section 0, from the standpoint of a repository client consistency in repository systems has multiple aspects, most of which are related to providing trans-actional support. The concept of repository transactions was first described in [4] . The primary aspects are concurrent multi-client access, and cooperative atomicity. [32] defines cooperative atomicity as "a group of concurrent activities externally viewed as a single action and synchronized with respect to the group as a whole". iRM/RMS repository management system is designed to handle concurrent multiclient operations. To ensure isolation the iRM repository API provides a locking mechanism based on long exclusive (X-locks) and short shared (S-) locks. The employed locking mechanism is 2PL compatible. It extends the traditional locking [14, 28] and especially the multi-granularity locking in OODB [32] . We introduce what we call instance lattice to accommodate locks on objects on the multiple meta-levels (M 0 .. M 2 ). 
Present
In principle, changes to a meta-level M n (0 ≤ n < 3) affect the structural integrity of all instance models on all the underlying levels. In other words, once a repository client makes changes on M 2 level model, all M 1 instance models and the respective M 0 data, must be altered accordingly by the RMS. Hence the following rule: X-lock on M n , (0 ≤ n < 3) will be set if and only if an X-lock can be set on all instance models (and data) on all underlying meta-levels M n-p , (0 ≤ p ≤ n) (see Table 2 ). X-and Slocks would be set unless a lock is set on all instance models on all of the underlying levels (Table 2 ) -hence the name instance lattice. Within a single level the traditional locking rules [13] hold. More details may be found in [34] .
Managing Metadata Integrity
Metadata integrity is a vital property of the repository metadata architecture. As pointed out in Section 1 metadata integrity has multiple aspects, enforced by different modules of the RMS at different times. Metadata integrity is subdivided into wellformedness and structural integrity. While well-formedness guarantees syntactical correctness of the artifacts and models, structural integrity must ensure among other things that definitions on level M n , 0<n<3, conform to the model on the next higher meta-layer. In the next sections we describe these aspects in detail.
Well-Formedness of the Metamodels
Well-formedness guarantees the syntactical correctness of the artifacts defined within a single meta-layer at the time they are created. For example, well-formedness ensures whether the created packages, classes, associations etc. have the proper syntax; whether an association is not created with just one association end; or whether an attribute is not defined without a data type. Well-formedness can be enforced ad hoc without reasoning about the next higher meta-layer.
"Syntactical correctness", enforced by well-formedness, implies a set of fixed rules predetermined by the "hard-wired" MOF abstract syntax. Therefore they are formulated as "constraints" (MOF Model Constraints) in the MOF specification. Some of the syntactical rules have immediate evaluation policy, i.e. after the end of a single modification operation. Satisfying these rules determines the minimum level of repository consistency. In iRM/RMS well-formedness of this type is enforced by the Metadata Manager (Fig. 1) alone. Some examples are given below:
• Enforce the properties of generalization hierarchies and containment hierarchies. For example, no class or package can be defined as super types of themselves; no name conflicts with super-type elements are allowed.
• Check whether containment rules are satisfied. For instance, operations may contain only parameters, constraints and tags; or operations are allowed to have at most one parameter marked as return.
• Check whether miscellaneous properties are properly set. Such properties are, for instance: frozen, root or leaf, singleton for abstract classes. For example, creating sub-classes of a newly created class whose attribute "isLeaf" is set to true should be disallowed.
Structural Integrity
Structural integrity is the major aspect of metadata integrity and a crucial characteristic of the layered repository metadata architecture. Structural integrity ensures crosslevel integrity, i.e. the structure of the objects on a layer M n conforms to the type definitions on the upper layer M n+1 , 0≤n<3. It concerns changes of M2 or M1 level artifacts, whose instance objects exist on underlying levels. In iRM/RMS structural integrity is enforced automatically by the Consistency Manager (Fig. 1) in deferred manner. Therefore operational consistency (Section 0) is a prerequisite.
Structural integrity is expressed in terms of conformity to the respective metamodel (M n+1 ) and the so-called structural constraints. Structural constraints (not to be mixed with MOF Model Constraints) are conditions expressed in any constraint language such as OCL.
In section 0 we already introduced some examples as to what should happen when M 2 and M 1 models are modified. Such considerations emanate from topics such as architecture of a meta-language [11, 25] and meta-modeling [9] . Structural constraints, which result from the structural constraints of different MOF model elements, are expressed as follows:
Binary associations express a generic kind of relationship between instances of the connected model elements. Every association comprises two association ends, which are of the type of the connected model elements. Creating new association entails the creation of new objects and their respective proxy. If an association is deleted then the association ends and all respective instances (called MOF links) are to be deleted, too. Changing the type of an association end requires the new type to be a super-type of the old one. Type incompatibility leads to repository transaction rollback.
Containment hierarchy and Generalization hierarchy are instrumental to the organization of the meta-models and the architecture of a meta-language [13 (p. 23) ]. While a generalization hierarchy defines model elements, a containment hierarchy defines nesting and containment rules. Changing the hierarchy means changing the structure of the lower level artifacts. Restructuring existing instance artifacts is complex and cannot be performed in every case. Therefore an attempt to change a hierarchy when instance artifacts exist causes a repository transaction rollback. Such an action is allowed only if no instances exist.
Multiplicities of association ends or attributes define the number of instances of type the association end's type (or attribute type) included in the instance artifact and whether they are optional or mandatory. Changing a multiplicity, therefore, results in checking optionality or the lower-upper bound conditions. The repository transaction is aborted if any of these conditions is violated.
Attributes and attribute types. Attributes of a meta-class serve to define static properties or properties of the instance artifacts, e.g. name, count etc. Composites, i.e. attributes of type MOF classes, or aggregation relationships result in nested structures in the instance artifact. Attributes can be added or deleted. Adding a new attribute results in creating new instance objects and initializing them to the default value (NULL, if none is defined). Adding new static attribute requires that a class definition is changed. The deletion of an instance removes the instance of the attribute associated with all instances of a class. Deletion of a static attribute causes the class definition to change. If an attribute type changes the compatibility between the new and the old data type must be tested. Compatibility of primitive data types is defined in MOF and JMI. If the attribute is of type class then the new attribute type can only be a super-class of the old one. Type incompatibility leads to transaction rollback.
Classes can be created, deleted or altered. Creating a new class yields the creation of a new class object and the respective proxy. Deleting a class means deleting its proxy and all its instances. If the class is a type of an association end, the association end is deleted as a result of the class deletion, which would subsequently lead to the deletion of the whole association. The deletion of the class must fail if it violates a containment or generalization hierarchy.
Packages are generic containers for module elements. Creating a package means creating its object and its type definition (package proxy). Deleting a package means deleting its proxy and all contained elements, their proxies and instances.
An additional consideration results from the fact that a repository is a reflective system [23, 5] . Every repository object must have a respective meta-object. In case of M 0 data -every M 0 data element must have a respective M 1 metadata element. If the meta-objects are missing or changed then the respective objects and all instance objects must be deleted or altered, too. The complementary rule states that upon insertion of a new element to a meta-definition (e.g. an attribute to a class) all instance objects must be extended with values initialized to the default value of the type, and the respective M 0 data elements must be added. Type definitions in repository systems must be dynamic. Some implementation languages, e.g. Java or C++, do not support dynamically changeable class definitions in contrast to other languages such as Smalltalk or Eiffel. JMI utilizes the concept of proxies to handle repository managed types and instances in repository applications. Upon enforcing structural integrity all proxies must be rebuilt to make the repository application coherent with the repository data. If meta-objects of package, class and association exist without a proxy then their proxies are automatically created.
Algorithm for Enforcing Structural Integrity
In this section we define (in pseudo-code) the algorithm for enforcing structural integrity implemented by Consistency Manager. For reasons of simplicity we have skipped parts of the algorithm handling elements such as operations or complex data types (e.g. structures or enumerations).
Algorithm 1 triggers structural integrity check for M 2 models, eventually triggering Algorithm 2. Input data is a reference to the package proxy of the respective model. In Algorithm 1 all elements contained in the respective package are enumerated by traversing the containment hierarchy (line 1) and then multiplicities of all attributes or references are checked (3). All deferred well-formedness constraints are enforced (4) . Eventually all M 1 instance models are enumerated and for each one a structural integrity check (6) is carried out.
Step (6) 
Evaluation
In this section we briefly discuss the performance of iRM/RMS with respect to the consistency implementation. All presented results reflect the combined effect of enforced operational consistency and metadata integrity.
We performed extensive tests to prove experimentally the validity of the proposed algorithm. The tests were constructed to handle various cases (some of which were described in Section 0). The algorithm performed successfully in any of the following cases: changes to the abstraction hierarchies (aggregation and generalization hierarchy); creation, deletion and modification of classes; creation and deletion of attributes; attribute multiplicity checking; changing the data type of an attribute; validity of references; association end multiplicity and type checking; deletion of packages (nested and sub-packages). The experimental results cover fully the required computational semantics described in JMI. In addition the experiments showed that the proposed consistency algorithm behaves correctly.
The performance tests were performed on a Pentium 3, 1.13GHz computer with 512 MB RAM. All measured times are in milliseconds. All tests were performed without data store support. The reason for this is twofold: to discard the influence of issues such as distribution; to avoid the influence of the underlying database system and type of storage schema. The fist group of measurements (Fig. 3) shows the performance of iRM/RMS when creating M 2 and M 1 models of different size. Fig. 3 .a depicts the performance in the case of a small M 2 model with 5 Classes (total of 8 elements), while varying the number of structurally conform M 1 model instances and checking for consistency. Fig. 3 .b depicts the system performance in the case of larger M 2 and M 1 models. An approximately linear dependency between the consistency enforcement performance and the number of checked elements can be seen, as it may be expected. Fig. 4 shows the system performance when carrying out modification operations on the M 2 model with existing M 1 model instances. Fig. 4 .a shows the performance of the structural integrity algorithm, when modifying M 2 model elements, with existing 40 M 1 models with a total of 750 elements. The graph in Fig. 4 .a shows that the structural integrity algorithm exhibits acceptable performance on this relatively small set of data.
The most expensive operations are changing an attribute or operation in a M 2 class, which is root of a generalization hierarchy. Fig. 4 .b shows the performance of the structural integrity algorithm on the same data set, when the M 2 model is modified, and is not inconsistent with the existing data. Fig. 4 .b shows a slight exponential curve. Detecting conflicts with changed attribute types or operation parameter types in containment or generalization hierarchies is the most time-consuming case. The test results show that the iRM/RMS consistency implementation exhibits acceptable performance, on the average, based on the small set of measurements and without persisting the repository data in a data store. The results show that the realization is suitable for the typical repository use, which involves mainly read and create operations on repository data on different meta-layers. The results illustrate that validation or updates on repository data involving structural integrity exhibit acceptable performance, which could be improved. iRM/RMS fails to show good performance when enforcing structural consistency on incorrect M 1 or M 2 models. In a realistic environment however significant performance penalty is incurred, predominantly due to the performance of the underlying data store.
Authors of the MOF specification [23] hint at the existence of different degrees of consistency although the specification does not specify any in particular. We distinguish five categories -the lowest denoted by "0", and the highest being "4" (see Table 3 ). Each degree requires that all lower number degrees are satisfied. Only iRM/RMS covers degree 3, whereas the majority of existing implementations cover degree 2. iRM/RMS does not have an OCL support therefore it cannot evaluate dynamically MOF Constraints. This disadvantage prevents metamodel designers from specifying a whole class of structural constraints reflecting the specifics of an application domain on M 2 .
Conclusions
In this paper we presented an approach to providing consistency in OMG MOF-based repository systems, which is implemented in iRM/RMS. Repository consistency, has many facets and structural integrity is a major one. It is insufficiently specified and incompletely implemented in existing MOF-based repository systems.
We showed that the concept of repository transactions is needed for enforcing structural integrity in a deferred manner. To reflect the specifics of the repository systems the locking mechanisms known from OODBMS need to be extended. We proposed such an extension.
In this paper we also describe the way structural consistency was implemented in iRM/RMS. We define a general algorithm for enforcing structural integrity, which is the major contribution of the paper.
